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Using TikTok to Grow Your Brand with Gen Z

 marketing social media Gen Z

Summary: TikTok is more than just a site filled with entertaining videos. It has

also become a go-to source of financial advice for younger consumers. We provide

five tips on how to leverage this social media platform to connect with Gen Z.

Pastry chef Amaury Gichon, who sculpts in chocolate, thought it would be a good idea to create an eight-foot-

tall chocolate giraffe. He videotaped himself making it and posted it on TikTok with just piano music in the

background. It turned out to be TikTok’s most-watched video of last year, with 23.6MM views.

Before you shake your head at the kind of content that captures the attention of TikTokers today, you might

want to take a closer look at who’s doing the watching. TikTok is the platform prized by Gen Z, the up-and-

coming generation that so many community financial institutions (CFI) are trying to reach as the customer

base of the future.

TikTok now has over 2B downloads, and 60% of those who participate are from Gen Z. Nearly half of those 16-

19 years of age use TikTok daily.

TikTok as a Source of Financial Advice 

Those on the platform are not just looking to be entertained. Many are also looking to be informed, including

about banking and financial subjects. A recent survey found that 34% of Gen Z consumers got their financial

advice from TikTok or YouTube. Only 24% turned to financial institutions or advisors. So, if you think traditional

methods like financial websites or branches are the best ways to reach this younger generation, think again.

Although friends and family are still the most-often cited source of financial advice for Gen Z at almost 50%,

these younger consumers are increasingly turning to platforms like TikTok or YouTube to get financial advice.

But keep in mind, friends of Gen Zers probably source their financial knowledge off these two powerhouse

social media platforms.

The Need for a TikTok Marketing Strategy 

Effective TikTok marketing can help CFIs raise brand awareness and attract attention. For example, a CFI in

Oklahoma has embraced TikTok and other social media networks, generating tens of thousands of views. One

TikTok post about not leaving balances in Venmo accounts garnered half a million views. Bottom line: If a CFI

wants to reach and influence Gen Z, it probably needs an up-to-date social marketing game plan that includes

effective use of this growing video platform. 

Here are five tips about marketing effectively through TikTok:

1. Get creative with your video content. The platform prioritizes short-form videos under three minutes,

so capturing your audience’s attention quickly with creative content is the best approach.

2. People are the currency of TikTok. The platform is not full of actors, but real people who have charisma

and are comfortable in front of a camera. Make sure you use people who are presentable and likable, and

ideally can convey humor.
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3. Authenticity is key. TikTokers like to be entertained, but they want content that they view as authentic, so

try to avoid looking too staged or stuffy. They like to feel that the content is personalized for them, since the

platform’s algorithms help them tailor their “For You” feed to only show videos that align with their

interests.

4. Warp-speed presentation. Gen Z has a short attention span and, as we mentioned earlier, this video

platform rewards short video content, so whatever you post needs to get to the point very, very quickly.

5. Do your research. Before you launch a channel on the platform, make sure you understand how it works

and exactly how it can be used to help your CFI. Do your research and take your time creating your content.

TikTok is a remarkably fast-growing platform that has managed to capture the hearts and minds of Gen Z. It

works for entertainment and for infotainment, and it can help reach a population segment that is a challenge

for financial institutions. If you invest time into researching and creating engaging content for this platform,

your CFI can gain considerable traction with this generation.

NEED MORE FEE INCOME?

Financial institutions can earn additional fee income by adding monetization to a hedged loan. Learn more

about how Borrower’s Loan Protection® (BLP) can help you earn higher fee income today.

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 03/17/2023 05:42AM (GMT-0700)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 4.74 -0.14 0.32

6M 4.94 -0.23 0.18

1Y 4.39 -0.61 -0.31

2Y 4.06 -0.77 -0.37

5Y 3.59 -0.59 -0.41

10Y 3.46 -0.47 -0.42

30Y 3.62 -0.30 -0.34

FF Market FF Disc IORB

4.58 4.75 4.65

SOFR Prime OBFR

4.57 7.75 4.57
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